
SWFcontract solar shade cloth 

systems are scalable for small, large, 

or custom projects. Whether you’re 

future-proofing solar control for 

potential occupancy changes, or 

installing tailor-made shading and 

lighting controlled through a building 

management system, we have the products to make your project 

more efficient, cost-effective, and to create a better indoor 

environment for occupants and guests.

Solar Shades

Optimum Solar Control

Ideal For

Corporate 
Healthcare 
Hospitality

SWFcontract is part of the 

commercial division of Springs 

Window Fashions, an industry 

leader in window coverings 

since 1939. SWFcontract 

has unmatched experience 

with our window coverings 

installed in more than one 

million commercial applications 

throughout North America.

SWFcontract solar shade cloth combines solar control with a contemporary look to manage 

daylight and enhance architectural design intent. Our solar shade cloth maximizes natural light 

while controlling solar glare and heat gain while preserving outside views. 



Shade Cloth FeaturesShade Controls

Learn More Call us at 1-800-327-9798 or speak to your Regional Sales Manager. 
Our expert staff is standing by to help. Free Swatches See our extensive selection of colors for solar shades.  

swfcontract.com/swatches

call 800-327-9798          click SWFCONTRACT.COM

Learn how to choose a shadecloth on next page

No matter what the style, size, or design is for your next project, there are three ways to 

raise and lower solar window shades—intelligent, motorized, or manual lift systems. 

Motorized 
Raise and lower shades at the 

touch of a button. Motorized 

shades can be installed in a single 

window, an entire office, floor, or 

complete building and are ideal 

for windows that are large, hard 

to access, or for individuals with 

physical limitations. Motorized 

shades can be controlled by hard-

wired or wireless controls.

Intelligent 
The peak of solar control 

efficiency. As the sun changes 

position, and as sky conditions 

change, intelligent controls 

automatically raise and lower 

shades to reduce solar heat gain 

and glare. With an intelligent 

motorized system, you never need 

to worry about shade positioning 

for maximum solar control and 

occupant comfort.

Manual 
Manual controls require a 

user to raise and lower shades 

individually regardless of 

style, size, or weight. Manual 

controls are easy to install 

and are ideal in corporate, 

hospitality, or educational 

applications where shades can 

be easily accessed.

Openness factors

Solar shade cloth has openness factors 

ranging from zero to 14% to control 

solar absorption and reflection while 

preserving outside views.  

Fire Resistant

Meets NFPA 701 fire standards.

Anti-Microbial

These fabrics are resistant to micro 

organisms, bacteria, and fungi growth. 

PVC-free

No PVC materials are in the 

finished product.
Railroading

For extra-wide windows, fabric is 

turned 90° and if necessary, panels 

can be seamed to fit the height of 

the window.

Greenguard Gold Certified

GreenGuard Gold is awarded 

to solar shade fabrics with low 

chemical emissions. These fabrics 

and are acceptable in locations 

with children, the elderly, or 

people who have sensitive or 

compromised respiratory systems.

SWFcontract’s proprietary solar shade cloth meets the toughest specifications 

for design, quality, and performance in commercial applications.
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Selecting Solar Shade Fabric

Your Trusted Partner  |  With a full line of commercial window coverings
At Springs Window Fashions, our goal is to create the best 

experience possible for our customers, end users, and associates. 

It’s this commitment that sets us apart from the pack and raises the 

bar for quality and service in our industry. As part of the commercial 

division of Springs Window Fashions, SWFcontract embraces this 

commitment to excellence and strives to create a culture that 

includes a dedication to the following:

- Service excellence

- Product innovation and process improvement

- Associate involvement via our Quality at the Source program

- Strategic partnerships with key accounts and suppliers

- Supply chain management

- Protection of employees and the environment

- Social and community responsibility

Building Orientation

Sun Exposure Fabric Performance Fabric Openness

North Less exposure Less solar control required >5%

South High exposure High solar control required 1 or 3%

East Medium exposure Moderate solar control required 3 or 5%

West Medium exposure Moderate solar control required 3 or 5%

Fabric Color 
Darker colors absorb more solar radiation but allow better outside views. Lighter colors 

reflect more solar energy but restrict outside views. SWFcontract’s unique, dual-sided 

fabrics combine the best of both light and dark colored fabrics to improve outside views 

while simultaneously reducing solar heat and glare.

Sheer Fabric 
Sheer fabrics have 

openness factors up to 14 

percent allowing greater 

daylight into a room while 

preserving outside views. 

Semi-Opaque Fabric 
Featuring one to three percent 

openness factors which allow 

minimal daylight penetration. 

These fabrics provide the 

most solar control while still 

allowing outside views. 

Blackout Fabric 
A zero-openness fabric that totally 

blocks daylight. Blackout fabric is 

ideal in A/V rooms, hotel rooms, 

conference rooms, and healthcare 

settings where complete darkness 

and privacy is a must. 

Once you have decided what fabric fits your project, order free swatches online.  swfcontract.com/swatches


